MIXERS
The four factors of the only Maximum Heavy-Duty mixers
that deliver as much as 30% more mixing capacity.

1

Performance

You get as much as 30% more mixing capacity with a Legacy+® mixer
because it has the Hobart PLUS System: an exclusive combination of
technologies that lets you do more in the same-sized bowl. It’s why
Legacy+ mixers are the industry’s only Maximum Heavy-Duty mixers.

The PLUS System includes:
VFDadvantage variable frequency drive – Next-generation design
delivers more precision motor control and exceptional power. It
ensures more production time and the best mixes, doughs and
incorporation of ingredients in the industry. No other mixer technology
does more to drive productivity and excellent results. The VFDadvantage
also provides all these benefits:
• Protection from damage if the motor’s capacity is exceeded
• Shift-on-the-Fly™ technology for convenient, efficient speed
changes while the motor’s running
• Soft start to maximize longevity and minimize splash-out
• Ultra-low stir speed for slow, thorough incorporation of ingredients
Maximum-capacity overheat protection – Lets you handle the
heaviest jobs with more confidence. Our extreme-duty wiring and
connections handle more power, reducing thermal cycling impact to
ensure more production and less downtime.
Reinforced planetary shaft system – Drives maximum power into
the bowl. You get more of the robust construction you expect
from Hobart: an optimized shaft geometry and all-gear-driven
transmission that leverage more of the motor’s precision tuning
and high-capacity output.

2

Sanitation and Cleaning

Legacy+ mixer bowl guards are dishwasher-safe and easy to remove
and reinstall without tools—for more of the speed and simplicity
you want in sanitizing and cleaning.

Only Hobart Legacy+®
mixers let you DO MORE
than before!
• As much as 30% more mixing
capacity from the Hobart PLUS
System, which includes the
VFDadvantage variable
frequency drive.
• SmartTimer™ feature with
automatic recall of time
and speed
• Quick-Release™ agitators
• Swing-out bowl with single-point
installation

3

Ease of Use

Delivering more ease of use, Hobart-exclusive swing-out bowl and single-point bowl
installation are so unique, they’re patented.

4

Operator Assurance

Exclusive Triple Interlock System prevents Legacy+ mixers from operating until the
bowl is fully up and securely locked with the bowl guard properly positioned. The
Triple Interlock System also immediately stops the mixer’s operation if any of these
three monitored conditions are interrupted. When the bowl guard is in position,
MagnaLock technology firmly secures it with powerful, rare-earth magnets, which
prevent the bowl guard from being accidentally detached.
Whether the mixer stops automatically or is turned off, the FastStop
feature on HL800 and HL1400 mixers brings moving parts to a
complete stop in less than three seconds.
It all means more of the peace of mind you want.
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